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Abstract. The last decade has seen tremendous advances in
atmospheric aerosol particle research that is often performed
in the context of climate and global change science. Biomass
burning, one of the largest sources of accumulation mode
particles globally, has been closely studied for its radiative,
geochemical, and dynamic impacts. These studies have taken
many forms including laboratory burns, in situ experiments,
remote sensing, and modeling. While the differing perspec-
tives of these studies have ultimately improved our qualita-
tive understanding of biomass-burning issues, the varied na-
ture of the work make inter-comparisons and resolutions of
some specific issues difficult. In short, the literature base has
become a milieu of small pieces of the biomass-burning puz-
zle. This manuscript, the second part of four, examines the
properties of biomass-burning particle emissions. Here we
review and discuss the literature concerning the measurement
of smoke particle size, chemistry, thermodynamic properties,
and emission factors. Where appropriate, critiques of mea-
surement techniques are presented. We show that very large
differences in measured particle properties have appeared in
the literature, in particular with regards to particle carbon
budgets. We investigate emissions uncertainties using scale
analyses, which shows that while emission factors for grass
and brush are relatively well known, very large uncertain-
ties still exist in emission factors of boreal, temperate and
some tropical forests. Based on an uncertainty analysis of
the community data set of biomass burning measurements,
we present simplified models for particle size and emission
factors. We close this review paper with a discussion of the
community experimental data, point to lapses in the data set,
and prioritize future research topics.
Correspondence to: J. S. Reid
(reidj@nrlmry.navy.mil)
1 Introduction
To understand the effects of biomass burning on the at-
mosphere, it is imperative that consistent parameterizations
with reliable uncertainties be provided to models. In the
last decade, biomass-burning studies have spawned hundreds
of manuscripts on the physical, chemical, and thermody-
namic properties of biomass-burning particles. Qualitatively,
smoke particle properties are well understood. For exam-
ple, approximately 80–90% of their volume is in the ac-
cumulation mode (dp<1µm). Smoke particles are com-
posed of ∼50–60% organic carbon and ∼5–10% black car-
bon. Biomass smoke particles effectively scatter and absorb
solar radiation. Given sufficient updraft velocity, smoke par-
ticles are good cloud condensation nuclei. But despite this
qualitative understanding, the determination of key parame-
ters for estimating atmospheric effects of biomass burning is
not straightforward. Smoke properties vary between fires de-
pending on fuel type and moisture, combustion phase, wind
conditions, and several other variables. Also, as the physical,
chemical, and optical properties of biomass-burning aerosols
can change rapidly as they disperse, it is difficult to relate the
properties of individual fires to the ensemble smoky hazes
that affect the atmosphere’s radiative balance. Determining
the impacts of these hazes on the meteorology of a region
is hampered by high uncertainty in both the measurement
methodologies and in the models themselves. A key issue
is the extent to which measurements presented in the litera-
ture can be applied to models of aged smoke that dominates
regional hazes and affects seasonal climate. Ignoring the in-
tricacies of this problem can result in very large errors in re-
gional and global climate models.
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This review paper is the second of four discussing
biomass-burning emissions and their physical, chemical and
optical properties. The intent of this series is to present to
the scientific community the state of the field, and the true
uncertainties in open biomass burning (e.g., excluding cook-
ing, charcoal production, or industrial emissions). In this
manuscript we review the literature regarding intensive phys-
ical properties and emission factors and of biomass-burning
particles. By intensive we mean those that describe the in-
herent properties of the aerosol particles themselves, such as
size or chemical mass fraction, rather than extensive prop-
erties such as concentrations or total mass flux. We explore
differences in particle properties by region and fire chem-
istry, and attempt to reconcile differences that exist between
measurement techniques and field studies. In conclusion, we
present what we feel are reasonable smoke models with reli-
able uncertainties, and make suggestions for future research.
2 Fundamentals of particle formation
There have been several review manuscripts and book chap-
ters outlining the chemistry of biomass-burning combustion
(for example, Tillman, 1981; Chandler et al., 1983, Pyne,
1984; Ward, 1990; Lobert and Warnatz, 1996; Simoneit,
2002). Similarly, a discussion of fire chemistry is also given
in the companion paper to this manuscript (Koppmann et al.,
20051). Here we give only a brief description of the general
properties of combustion, concentrating instead on processes
related to particle formation.
It is well demonstrated that independent of fuel type,
approximately 90% of the carbon released during biomass
burning is oxidized to CO2 or CO, with typically less than
5% of the carbon being released as particulate matter (e.g.,
Radke et al., 1991; Ward et al., 1992; Ferek et al., 1998; An-
dreae et al., 1998). Fires can produce both “solid” and more
“liquid” aerosol particles. The particle formation process in
flames begins with the creation of condensation nuclei such
as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) from ejected fuel
gases (Glassman, 1977, 1988; Frenklach, 2002) as well as
from a variety “soot-like” species (Turns, 1996). The for-
mation of cyclic molecules and PAHs as nuclei in the flame
zone is linked to the availability of double and triple bonded
hydrocarbons in the fuel, and is rate limited by the forma-
tion of the first aromatic ring (Frenklach, 2002). This follows
with Kent (1986) who found that soot yields from alkanes are
only about half those from their alkene and alkyne (double
and triple bonded carbon) counterparts, and one-third those
from aliphatic-aromatics. As the PAH molecules grow to
between 3000 to 10 000 atomic mass units through chemi-
cal and coagulative processes, these micro-particles become
1Koppmann, R., von Czapiewski, K., and Reid, J. S.: A review
of biomass burning emissions part I: Gaseous emissions and chem-
istry, Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., in preparation, 2005.
condensation nuclei for other pyrolized species, and may ex-
perience considerable growth. Subsequently, many of these
particles may in turn be reduced in size through further oxi-
dation in the interior of the flame zone if temperatures exceed
1100 K (Glassman, 1977). If insufficient oxygen is trans-
ported into the flame (extreme oxygen deprived pyrolysis
such as in the interior of very large fires), or if the temper-
ature is not high enough to complete oxidation (T<1100 K),
many of these particles may undergo a secondary condensa-
tion growth phase and be emitted in the form of smoke.
The specific relationships in real fires between fuel vari-
ability, burning environment, and flaming phase particle pro-
duction are complicated, and defy simple parameterization.
However there are a few macroscopic generalities that match
the above theory of particle production. Laboratory studies
suggest that the rate of particle production during flaming
combustion is power law proportional to flame size (Glass-
man, 1977, 1988) and inversely proportional to the oxygen
content of the fuel (Ward, 1980). Increased fire intensity (as
in area and crown fires) reduces oxygen transport into the
interior flame zone and has been shown to increase particle
size and production (Ward, 1990; Cofer et al., 1996; Reid
and Hobbs, 1998).
Smoldering combustion begins when most of the volatiles
have been expelled from the cellulose fuel (Chandler et al.,
1983). In essence, smoldering combustion is a surface pro-
cess. Oxygen diffuses to the surface and reacts exother-
mally with carbon at temperatures >710 K. If temperatures
are increased to 910–980 K, CO can convert to CO2. Be-
cause PAHs tend to form at higher temperatures, the mass
fraction of soot in smoke particles that is produced in smol-
dering combustion is extremely low, and particle formation
may occur around other nuclei. There have been few stud-
ies of aerosol formation in the smoldering phase, but it is
known that the particles are largely formed by the conden-
sation of volatilized organics on any available particles or
surfaces (Ward, 1990).
The above description of particle formation fits with well-
known fundamentals of biomass burning. The underlying
theme is that particle formation during biomass burning is
essentially a condensation process. Consequently, the over-
whelming majority of particle mass is in the accumulation
mode (Radke et al., 1991; Liousse et al., 1995; Hobbs et
al., 1996; Reid and Hobbs, 1998). Particles formed under
lower temperature smoldering and ignition phases are prob-
ably condensation nuclei limited, but can produce larger par-
ticles due to the presence of more un-combusted condensate.
Large intense fires that have very high temperatures and are
oxygen limited produce larger soot-based particles with more
of non-spherical chain-like structure (Martins et al., 1998b;
Reid and Hobbs, 1998).
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3 Size and morphology of freshly generated smoke par-
ticles
Smoke particle number and mass are overwhelmingly in the
accumulation mode. Scanning and transmission electron
microscopy studies have shown smoke particles to have a
variety of morphologies such as chain aggregates, solid ir-
regulars and more liquid/spherical shapes (for example, see
Cachier, et al., 1991; Woods et al., 1991; Gaudichet et al.,
1995; Martins et al., 1996, 1998b; Reid and Hobbs, 1998;
Ruellan et al., 1999; Posfai et al., 2003). An example of
smoke particles collected in Brazil is presented in Fig. 1.
As black carbon chain aggregates produced in the flame
zone can serve as condensation nuclei for low vapor pres-
sure organics that survive oxidation, it is not uncommon for
micrographs to show particles as semi-spherical/semi-liquid
droplets with solid complex cores. There is a trend towards
more complicated shapes at higher combustion efficiencies
and temperatures (Martins et al., 1996; Posfai et al., 2003).
Solid cores typically account for one third to two thirds of
the total particle diameter, or 4–30% of the volume (Reid
and Hobbs, 1998). In extreme oxidation environments with
high combustion efficiencies, uncoated chain aggregates are
emitted (e.g., Cachier et al., 1991; Woods et al., 1991; and
Posfai et al., 2003). Conversely, spherical particles without
observable nuclei (termed “tar-balls”, Posfai et al., 2003) are
more often associated with smoldering combustion. How-
ever, ill defined semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC-
which can be a significant fraction of particle mass – Eatough
et al., 2003) cannot be seen by electron microscopy since
they volatilize under the extreme vacuum and energies of the
microscope. Other less volatile layers will outgas under these
conditions, leaving a visible ring around the particle in the
microscope images.
While lower in mass fraction than accumulation mode par-
ticles (∼10%), fires produce a variety of coarse mode parti-
cles (typically 2.5–15µm diameter). In addition to coarse
mode ash particles (2<dp<20µm), giant ash particles hav-
ing diameters of up to a millimeter or more can be gener-
ated by very intense fires (these have even been tracked by
weather radar). Ash falls of these giant particles are com-
monly reported more than fifty kilometers from the source.
In addition, small non-combustible matter on or around fo-
liage in the fire zone is often entrained into fire plumes. This
entrainment has been attributed to the high surface winds as-
sociated with the convective updraft (Palmer et al., 1981;
Maenhaut et al., 1996), with significant amounts of dirt
mixed in with slash piles during logging operations (Ward
and Hardy, 1991; Ward, personal communication), and with
soil particles being suspended by saltation of surface dust
driven by fire generated winds (Radke et al., 1991). Because
the coarse mode consists of ash, carbon aggregates, partially
combusted foliage, and soil particles, shapes are generally
quite complicated (Radke et al., 1991; Martins et al., 1996;
Reid and Hobbs, 1998). Consequently, the difference be-
Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrograph of accumulation mode
smoke particles collected in a smoke dominated regional haze in
Brazil.
tween geometric, equivalent mass, and aerodynamic diame-
ters can vary by more than a factor of 2, and the relation-
ship between the geometric and equivalent optical diameters
for such ash aggregates is even more uncertain (Reid et al.,
1994). Thus, even though such particles may only account
for ∼10–20% of the measured particle mass, their contribu-
tions to absorption and scattering properties of the aerosol
are uncertain and probably cannot always be neglected.
Table 1 summarizes reported accumulation mode particle
size distribution parameters for fresh smoke samples. While
combustion can be divided into flaming and smoldering pro-
cesses, plumes measured in the field are made up of parti-
cles from both, and are technically “mixed phase”. In this
table we separate plumes by their modified combustion effi-
ciency (CO2/(CO+CO2)) at greater than or less than 0.9 to
determine dominance of flaming or smoldering combustion,
respectively, knowing that true differentiation is less than dis-
tinct.
Sizing of smoke particles is performed from a variety of
techniques based on particle optical, aerodynamic, equiva-
lent mobility, and geometric size. Most reports give sim-
ilar results, with aerosol count median diameters (CMDs)
for fresh smoke in the 0.10–0.16µm range, centered at
∼0.13µm. Volume median diameters are also consistent
with typical values in the 0.25–0.3µm range (but with some
reported values as high as 0.5µm). Geometric standard de-
viations for both the number and volume distributions are
on the order of 1.5–1.9, with a reasonable mean value of
∼1.7–1.8. Recent studies of smoke properties using inver-
sion techniques in historically data void regions of the world
have observed or inferred the presence of very large smoke-
haze particles from peat fires (Nakajima et al., 1999; Eck et
al., 2003). In these cases the VMD has been found to be as
large as 0.5µm in aged smoke. While this may be in part
due to aging processes (see Sect. 6), it has been suggested
that smoldering peat fires can produce particles substantially
larger and more hygroscopic than most other fuels.
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Table 1. Accumulation mode dry particle size distribution parameters for fresh smoke. DMPS=Differential Mobility Particle Sizer.
IMP=Cascade Impactor. OPC=Optical particle counter. SEM=Scanning electron microscopy. Phase F=Flaming, S=Smoldering, M=Mixed.
CMD=count median diameter. σgc=geometric standard deviation of number distribution. VMD=Volume median diameter. σgv=geometric
standard deviation of volume distribution.
Method Notes Phase # CMD σgc VMD σgv
Grass/Savanna/Cerrado
LeCanut et al. (1996) OPC Savanna F 25 0.125±0.02 0.25±0.02
Reid and Hobbs (1998) DMPS Grass F 6 0.10±0.01 1.79±0.05 0.30±0.04 1.87±0.07
Reid and Hobbs (1998) DMPS Cerrado F 6 0.10±0.01 1.91±0.15 0.23±0.02 1.80±0.14
Temperate
Einfeld et al. (1991) OPC Prescribed F 1 0.12* 0.21 1.9
Hobbs et al. (1996) DMPS Prescribed F 3 0.16±0.02 1.55±0.1 0.25±0.02 1.6±0.1
Reid (1998) DMPS Wildfire M 1 0.13 1.5 0.25 1.6
Martins et al. (1996) SEM Prescribed F 3 0.14 1.65 ∼0.29∗
Stith et al. (1981) OPC Prescribed F 3 ∼0.13 ∼0.3
Einfeld et al. (1991) OPC Prescribed S 1 0.18* 0.25 2.5
Hobbs et al. (1996) DMPS Prescribed S 1 0.12 1.50 0.24 1.68
Martins et al. (1996) SEM Prescribed. S 1 0.18 1.45 ∼ 0.27 ∗
Tropical Forest
Reid and Hobbs (1998) DMPS Deforestation/slash F 6 0.13±0.01 1.68±0.02 0.24±0.01 1.62±0.07
Reid and Hobbs (1998) DMPS Deforestation/slash S 6 0.10±0.01 1.77±0.02 0.29±0.01 1.84±0.05
Other
Jenkins et al. (1991) IMP Rice Straw F 2 0.47 1.63
Woods et al. (1991) SEM Wetlands F 1 0.2
Woods et al. (1991) SEM Wetlands S 1 0.3
∗ Estimated from Hatch-Choat equations.
Instrumentation error can be severe when measuring high
concentration smoke plumes. There are some systematic dif-
ferences in Table 1 based on technique. For example, the
most significant outlier was reported by Jenkins et al. (1991);
based on cascade impactor samples that may be biased since
they had poor resolution in the sub-micron range, or by the
specific conditions in their combustion wind tunnel. Elec-
tron microscope particle size reports tend to be larger than
optical particle counter and differential mobility measure-
ments as particles flatten on impact with the collection sub-
strate. Further, in some collection methods, such as im-
pactors, there is a natural bias towards larger particles. How-
ever, most measurements are based on optical particle coun-
ters that must be for corrected for particle index of refraction.
For smoke plumes (where typical particle concentrations are
typically >20 000 cm−3), coincidence errors introduce the
highest uncertainty. While many previous studies made suc-
cessful use of the Active Scattering Aerosol Spectrometer
probe (ASASP), the Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer
Probe (PCASP) introduces errors at concentrations as low as
8000 cm−3 and may become uncorrectable at 20 000 cm−3
(Reid, 1998). If available and properly employed, differen-
tial mobility analyzer (DMA) data is probably of the most
value. Becuase smoke plumes have high particle concentra-
tions, the new generation of very rapid scanning DMA sys-
tems hold significant promise if proper inversion techniques
are used (e.g., Collins et al., 2002).
Despite relatively few measurements in the literature, re-
ports on differences in size relating to combustion efficiency
are also available. Studies that presented particle size mea-
surements for both the flaming and smoldering phases of
a moderately sized fire have tended to show larger particle
sizes for lower combustion efficiency (e.g., Einfeld et al.,
1991; Woods et al., 1991; Martins et al., 1996; Reid and
Hobbs, 1998). This is consistent with the physics of smol-
dering/mixed phase combustion, where a lower fraction of
the fuel gas is oxidized in the flame zone, leaving it free to
condense on available CN. These particles are subsequently
emitted with short or no exposure to the flame zone, resulting
in a larger average size. However, other studies have shown
the situation is more complex since higher concentrations of
incomplete combustion products are formed in very intense
fires (Cofer et al., 1989, 1996). The largest prescribed fire re-
ported in Hobbs et al. (1996) exhibited larger particles during
flaming phase combustion than during the smoldering phase.
The fires reported in Hobbs et al. (1996) were extremely in-
tense prescribed burns. In such burns, it is likely that, while
there is very high heat and combustion rates, extensive oxy-
gen deprivation occurs in the interior flame zone (e.g., en-
trainment limited) preventing fuel oxidation (Palmer et al.,
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1981), and resulting in particles that are more irregular (e.g.,
Martins et al., 1996; Posfai et al., 2003). Further, the very
high particle concentrations and temperatures in large fires
accelerate the coagulation process above the flame-zone, re-
sulting in even larger particles. Reid and Hobbs (1998)
showed even more complicated behavior for forest fires in
Brazil, and suggested that fire intensity may be as important
as combustion efficiency in determining fresh particle size
during emission. This complexity is consistent with the un-
derstanding that while flaming and smoldering combustion
both contain condensation processes, they are subjected to
widely differing environments.
Intensity considerations also explain some differences in
particle size found between different fuel types. Table 1 in-
dicates that smoke particles from studies on North American
forest fires may be larger than those produced in other parts
of the world (on the order of 10–30%). This difference may
be due to the fact that the temperate fires studied in North
America (Radke et al., 1991; Einfeld, 1991; Hobbs et al.,
1996) tended to be larger and more intense than the smaller
prescribed burning fires of South America (Reid and Hobbs,
1998). However, since there are so few published measure-
ments on source size distributions, whether this difference
is representative of the fuel types as a whole at this point is
probably only bordering on statistical significance.
Reported values of particle density based on simultane-
ous mass and size distribution measurements vary widely,
with Stith et al. (1981) deriving values between 0.79 and
1.35 g cm−3 for smoke from two temperate fires, Radke et
al. (1988, 1991) and Martins et al. (1996) respectively esti-
mating mean values of 1 g cm−3 and 1.53 g cm−3 for temper-
ate forest fires, and Reid and Hobbs (1998) deriving a mean
value of 1.35 g cm−3 for fires in the Amazon basin. This dif-
ference can in part be linked to measurement methods, with
both Stith et al. (1981) and Radke et al. (1988, 1991) uti-
lizing optical particle counters that are sensitive to index of
refraction corrections. Recently, Turpin and Lim (2001) sug-
gested that an average value for organic species in the atmo-
sphere (including species common in smoke) is∼1.2 g cm−3.
Given that 15% of fresh smoke particle mass is either black
carbon on trace inorganic species (as discussed in the next
section), and that this refractive material has density around
1.8–2.2 g cm−3, the average density of dry smoke particles
likely varies in the 1.20–1.4 g cm−3 range.
4 Particle chemistry
Accumulation mode particles generated by biomass burning
have been shown to have three principal components: Partic-
ulate organic material (POM carbon with the associated or-
ganic matter such as H, N, and O), black carbon (i.e., soot),
and trace inorganic species. Reported data indicates that on
average POM accounts for ∼80% of the mass of fresh dry
smoke particles, followed by ∼5–9% for black carbon, and
∼12–15% for other trace inorganic species
Organic material can be described as those molecules con-
sisting of chained carbon atoms along with hydrogen and
other various elements and functional groups. By extended
definition, organic carbon (OC) is simply the carbon in these
organic compounds. In contrast, there is no standard def-
inition for black carbon (BC). Novakov et al. (1982) de-
fines black carbon as a highly light absorbing carbon based
material, such as soot, that has a graphitic-like structure.
Black carbon is highly absorbing compared to other aerosol
species, and therefore often assumed to be responsible for
all short-wave radiation absorption in polluted air. Often this
material is referred to as “elemental” or “graphitic” carbon,
though this nomenclature is technically incorrect. There are
in fact a variety of “soot-like” species that absorb light to
varying degrees (Liousse et al., 1993). Like organic carbon,
black carbon can have associated hydrogen, oxygen, and ni-
trogen atoms, although in much smaller percentages.
4.1 Compositional analysis methods
A thorough discussion of smoke particle chemistry requires
a review of the true uncertainty of reported data, and knowl-
edge of how particle composition is quantified. What must be
clearly understood is that the quantification of the two largest
components of biomass burning particles (organic and black
carbon) has been founded on indirect assumptions rather than
on any quantitative chemical formulation. In general, these
indirect measurement techniques are either based on the ther-
mal combustion or the light absorption properties of the ma-
terial.
The total amount of smoke particle carbon collected on
filter samples is routinely measured using various Thermal
Evolution (TE)/Evolved Gas Analysis (EGA) based tech-
niques. Collected smoke particles on a quartz filters are
heated in steps to temperatures to over 800◦C, and oxidized.
Eventually, (sometimes through the use of a catalyst) nearly
all of the carbon in the sample is oxidized to measurable
CO2. Several studies have shown that most commonly used
TE based techniques can measure the total amount of carbon
on a quartz filter to within 10% (e.g., Shah and Rau, 1991;
Schmidt, et al., 2001).
While the total amount of carbon on an aerosol sample
can be well known, significant uncertainties arise in TE/EGA
methods when investigators differentiate between organic
carbon and black carbon by exploiting their respective ther-
mal behavior. Most organic carbon compounds evolve off
of filters at temperatures <500◦C, whereas black carbon-like
compounds evolve at temperatures up to 1200◦C (Novakov,
1982). In these TE/EGA methods, a thermal pretreatment is
performed on the quartz filter sample at a series of temper-
ature steps to remove organic matter. This organic matter is
oxidized to CO2 for subsequent measurement to determine
the amount of organic carbon evolved at each temperature
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step. The filter sample is then exposed to higher temperatures
(and in some cases oxygen concentrations) in steps to evolve
and oxidize the remaining carbon on the filter (presumed to
be BC and soil carbonates). The end result is a thermogram
of evolved carbon as a function of temperature. Function-
ally, these methods suffer from significant shortcomings, not
the least of which is the assumption that species that evolve
at higher temperatures (>500◦C) are solely black carbon.
Mayol-Bracero et al. (2002) suggests that much of what is
assumed to be BC may in fact be organic species.
There are many thermal methods in use, each with unique
procedural modifications such as pretreatment and oxidation
methods (e.g., Cadle et al., 1980; Novakov, 1982; Tanner et
al., 1982; Ohta and Okita, 1984; Cachier et al., 1989). Inter-
comparison studies have shown that if the aerosol has a high
organic carbon content (such as biomass-burning aerosols),
even minor procedural differences can result in >50% differ-
ences in the derived value of the ratio of BC to OC (Shah and
Rau, 1991). Strict attention must be paid to operational def-
initions of the temperatures at which “organic” and “black”
carbon evolve because corrections are necessary to account
for chemical reactions that take place during analysis (Chow
et al., 2001). Other uncertainties include the pyrolysis of or-
ganic matter (charring) and its conversion into BC (Tanner
et al., 1982; Cadle et al., 1983), and conversely, the prema-
ture evolution of BC at lower than expected temperatures.
The presence of alkali earth compounds such as potassium
(which is found in smoke particles) has been theorized to
cause premature evolution of BC (Novakov and Corrigan,
1995, 1996b).
Aside from these procedural differences, the low repro-
ducibility in samples analyzed from various TE techniques
is due in part to the inherent vulnerability to artifacts when
sampling carbonaceous particles (e.g., Appel et al., 1983,
1989). Note that thus far we have only discussed the anal-
ysis of carbon on filters, which is not necessarily the amount
of particulate carbon in the atmosphere. Artifacts can be pos-
itive or negative, as the quartz filters can adsorb semi-volatile
organic species (SVOC), and particles can out-gas (McDow
and Huntzicker, 1990). To partially account for these arti-
facts, up to four filters or denuders in series or in parallel are
sometimes used (Novakov et al., 1997; Turpin et al., 2000;
Lewtas et al., 2001). The end result of these corrections is
a more accurate estimate of the OC to BC partition in the
sample. However, these precautions have been applied in-
consistently in the literature.
The summation of all of these variances in the TE meth-
ods leads inevitably to the realization that results must be
treated as semi-quantitative, and the best an investigator can
currently hope for is consistency. Thermograms can be as-
sessed individually, thus reducing the uncertainty (e.g., No-
vakov et al., 1997), but since no single laboratory or inves-
tigator accounts for all of these biases in the same way, the
50% difference in laboratory comparisons of BC:OC ratios
from a decade ago still exist today (Schmidt et al., 2001).
Another frequently employed method to determine the
concentration of black carbon in aerosol particle samples
uses optical absorption techniques. These methods base their
estimation of the black carbon concentration on the transmis-
sion or reflection of light off a filter sample. Once the trans-
mission or reflectance measurement is made, these methods
simply apply a specific absorption factor for black carbon
to convert absorption into a BC concentration. Continu-
ous reading instruments such as the ThermoAndersen Inc.
Aethalometer, and the Radiance Research Inc. Particle Soot
Absorption Photometer (PSAP) are frequently employed and
used to infer a BC concentration. These optical techniques
are also frequently applied to individual filter samples (e.g.,
Lin et al., 1973; Delumea et al., 1980; Campbell et al., 1996;
Martins et al., 1996; Martins et al., 1998a). As is discussed
in the companion papers to this manuscript (such as Reid et
al., 2004), the specific absorption of black carbon (that is to
say the absorption cross section for a given amount of black
carbon mass) is highly variable. Thus, while this method
is simple, relatively inexpensive, and can be applied consis-
tently, it has absolute errors for BC of greater magnitude than
the thermal techniques (Reid et al., 1998a) and we do not in-
clude them in our evaluation of BC.
In an attempt to better quantify ambiguous organic car-
bon measurements, there have been studies of organic carbon
speciation. Such speciation requires using ion chromatogra-
phy (IC), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
and gas chromatography/mass spectroscopy techniques (see
Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 1986 for a description). Organic
acids, are easily extractable and are commonly reported in
biomass burning studies using IC/HPLC techniques (e.g.,
Andreae et al., 1988; Helas et al., 1992; Andreae et al., 1998;
Reid et al., 1998b; Ruellan et al., 1999; Mayol-Bracero et al.,
2000, 2002; Yamasoe et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2003a).
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS) has
also been used to speciate the organic component of smoke
particles (e.g., Mazurek et al., 1991; McKenzie et al., 1994;
Radzi bin Abas et al., 1995; Elias et al., 1999; Silva et al.,
1999; Mayol-Bracero et al., 2000). These methods can quan-
tify alcohol, sugar, and a variety of organic acid species on
both filter samples and individual particles. When performed
on particles collected on filters, such organic analysis re-
quires sample extraction with water or other solvents such
as dichloro-methane. Between extraction and peak identifi-
cation issues, only ∼5 to 20% of organic carbon from smoke
can be speciated. Because these methods are so labor in-
tensive, only a very few samples are ever subjected to this
analysis.
Unlike the organic components of smoke, inorganic trace
elements of smoke particles are frequently and accurately de-
termined. Trace element and some organic compound speci-
ation is commonly performed using IC and X-ray techniques
(for example Proton Induced x-ray Emission-PIXE, X-ray
florescence-XRF, and Energy Dispersive Analysis with X-
Rays-EDAX). Intercomparison studies between soluble ions
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and X-ray methods for biomass burning particles show good
agreement, with IC extraction efficiencies for the species
above of better than 80% (Calloway et al., 1989; Turn et al.,
1997; Reid et al., 1998b; Yamasoe et al., 2000).
4.2 Particle composition
A summary of studies presenting carbon apportionment from
TE/EGA based techniques is given in Table 2. Findings from
studies presenting key trace elements are presented in Ta-
ble 3. Reports suggest that carbon accounts for ∼50 to 70%
of the mass of all particle emissions, with ∼55% and ∼8% of
fine particle mass is classified as organic and black carbon,
respectively. Approximately 10% of fine-mode mass of fresh
smoke is composed of trace inorganic species, most notably
potassium, chlorine, and calcium, that are likely present in
the particle core. This leaves approximately 20–30% of fine
particle mass as elements associated with the organic and
black carbon compounds such as hydrogen, oxygen, and ni-
trogen (or a TOM/OC ratio of ∼1.5).
Given the wide variations in the emission factors of par-
ticle mass by fuel type and combustion efficiency (as will
be discussed later), and the large uncertainties inherent in
thermal analytical techniques, the reported mass fractions of
organic carbon in smoke aerosol particles are variable. For
example, in all flaming fires, the organic content of the emit-
ted aerosols was 53±8% (range of ∼37–65%). For smolder-
ing phase combustion, organic carbon reports are higher, at
62±6% of mass. This increase in the average mass fraction
of organic carbon with smoldering combustion is logical as
this process occurs after most of the fuel solids are expelled
and at a lower temperatures without flame pyrolysis where
the combustion of organic matter can take place (Ward et al.,
1990). Much of the variance in these values could be due
to fire variability. Indeed, there are relatively few measure-
ments. Examination of Table 2 also shows that the standard
deviation of values for each individual study is large. Thus,
while some of this variance may be due to true natural vari-
ability, we cannot exclude the large uncertainties associated
with the thermal methods.
The black carbon content of biomass burning particles
has even more variability and uncertainty than organic car-
bon. Typically, the black carbon/organic carbon ratio is in
the 1:8 to 1:12 range. From Table 2 the mean black car-
bon mass fraction reported in the literature was 8%±6, and
ranged from 2–27%. As expected, some of this variance is
attributable to combustion phase, with black carbon concen-
trations for smoldering phase combustion being a relatively
consistent ∼2–5%. In contrast, the black carbon content dur-
ing flaming phase combustion is higher and varies by over
a factor of 5. While it is known that the analysis of black
carbon suffers from numerous artifacts for which a factor of
2 uncertainty is not unreasonable, some of the variance re-
ported can be shown to be due to natural variation. Ferek et
al. (1998) and Reid and Hobbs (1998) showed that for tropi-
cal forest fires, the black carbon content could vary from 2–
30%, depending on fire chemistry. It is known that this vari-
ance was in fact physical, as the black carbon content corre-
lated with optical measurements of single-scattering albedo
(at 30% black carbon by mass, the single-scattering albedo
dropped to ∼0.4 – near the theoretical limit).
The ratio between organic carbon and particulate organic
matter (POM) in smoke particles is highly uncertain. Typ-
ically, the ratio is simply estimated by the amount of unde-
termined mass in the sample. So, if organic carbon, black
carbon and trace inorganic species make up, say, 55%, 9%
and 9%, respectively, then that implies an POM/OC ratio of
∼1.5. Based on the measurements in Tables 2 and 3, values
can range from 1.4 to 1.8. However, these values are differ-
ent from what is often suggested in the literature. Turpin and
Lin. (2001) found that values below 1.4 are likely unphysi-
cal and they recommend values as high as 2 for non-urban
environments. Reports for smoke particles are in the mid-
dle of this range. As these reports are based on what is not
measured rather than what is, and since thermal methods are
prone to such large artifacts, the mean value still may not be
more than an educated guess.
There has never been a full quantification of all of the
molecular species making up the carbon-based components
of smoke particles. Based on a combination of GC/MS,
HPLC, X-ray analysis, and black carbon from thermal meth-
ods, 25–40% can be speciated (higher speciation percentages
are typically associated with aged smoke). Compounding the
organic speciation difficulties is that 20–35% of smoke par-
ticle mass may be from “semi-volatile organics”, ill-defined
species whose presence may or may not be included in these
analyses (Eatough et al., 2003). However, there has been
enough research to infer and categorize the organic species
based on their general chemical properties. Woody fuels con-
sist mainly of cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignins. Since
the organic fraction of smoke particles is composed of un-
burned fuel components and products of incomplete com-
bustion, the bulk of the organic fraction of wood smoke is
likely to be composed of compounds structurally related to
the thermally decomposed products of these wood compo-
nents (McDow et al., 1996; Gao et al., 2003a). Most common
are carbohydrates (predominately levoglucosan) accounting
for 7–14% of fresh smoke particle mass (Fraser and Laksh-
manan, 2000; Gao et al., 2003a). Levoglucosan alone can
account for 5% of particle mass (Hornig et al., 1985; Gra-
ham et al., 2002). During the combustion process much of
the levoglucosan pyrolizes into acetic acid, acetone, phenols,
and water (Goos, 1952). Methoxyphenols have been found
in similar concentrations in wood smoke (Hawthorne et al.,
1989). Aldehydes (such as furfuraldehyde) are also present.
Because cellulose is water soluble, it is not unreasonable
for most of the organic carbon making up smoke particles
to be water-soluble. Novakov and Corrigan (1996a) showed
that the smoke from smoldering pure cellulose was 99% sol-
uble. For smoke produced by burning actual woody fuels,
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Table 2. Summary of carbon apportionment studies of fresh biomass burning particles from thermal evolution (TE) techniques. C89=Cachier
et al. (1989); C93=Chow et al. (1993); J81=Johnson et al. (1981); SL=Sunset Labs Corporation commercially using the J81 technique. Phase:
F=Flaming, M=mixed, S=Smoldering.
Reference Notes Method # Phase OC Mass Fraction (%) BC Mass Fraction (%) BC/OC Ratio
Grass/Savanna/Cerrado
Andreae et al. (1998) Savanna C89 1 F 44 10 0.23
Cachier et al. (1995) Savanna C89 N/A F 40–66 4–28 ∼0.12
Cachier et al. (1996) Savanna C89 3 F 37±4 4.4±0.3 0.12
Ferek et al. (1998) Cerrado C89 6 F 61±20 7.5±4.0 0.12
Ferek et al. (1998) Grass/Pasture C89 6 F 66±11 7.5±3.1 0.11
Formenti et al. (2003) Savanna SL 1 F ∼8 0.06±0.01
Liousse et al. (1995) Savanna C89 3 F 0.13±0.02
Ward et al. (1992) Cerrado SL N/A ∼57 3.3 0.06
Temperate/Boreal
Hobbs et al. (1996) Presc. Temperate SL 3 F 46±18 4±2 0.08±0.02
Mazurek et al. (1991) Boreal J81 2 F 0.07±0.02
Susott et al. (1991) Temperate SL 1 F 45.5 8.1 0.15
Ward et al. (1992) Temperate SL 5 F ∼50 ∼5 ∼0.1
Mazurek et al. (1991) Boreal Forest J81 2 F 0.08±0.03
Mazurek et al. (1991) Boreal Forest J81 2 S 0.03±0.03
Susott et al. (1991) Temperate SL 1 S 54 2 0.04
Tropical Forest
Ferek et al. (1998) S. Amer. C89 6 F 53±20 7.9±4.0 0.15
Ferek et al. (1998) S. Amer. C89 6 S 67±11 5.3±2.0 0.08
Ward et al. (1992) S. Amer. SL N/A F ∼50 ∼10 ∼0.2
Other
Patterson (1984) Forest Debris J81 3 F 45±5 27±6 0.6
Turn et al. (1997) Herbatious Fuel C93 16 F 31±.85 16±0.4 0.52
Turn et al. (1997) Woody Fuel C93 8 M 46±1.8 22±1 0.48
Novakov and Corrigan (1996a), Graham et al. (2002) and
Mayol-Bracero et al. (2000, 2002) gave water extraction ef-
ficiencies for carbon on the order of 40–80%. The bulk of
these compounds cannot be directly speciated through HPLC
or GC/MS techniques (<35% speciation combined). Of the
water soluble organic component of smoke particles, just un-
der one half are thought to be organic acids (equally parti-
tioned between mono- and poly-acids) with the remainder
being indeterminate or neutral, such as alcohols (Mazurek et
al., 1991, 1996; Mayol-Bracero et al., 2000, 2002; Gao et
al., 2003a; Graham et al., 2002). Commonly measured or-
ganic acids in fresh smoke particles such as formate, acetate,
and oxalate, typically make up <1% of total particle mass
each (Ferek et al., 1998; Yamasoe et al., 2000). More ad-
vanced techniques have identified gluconate as the dominant
acid (Gao et al., 2003a). Also present in trace quantities (on
the order of <5% of total mass) are miscellaneous alcohols
and sugars.
Through GC/MS studies of filters using methylene chlo-
ride extraction, aliphatics, PAHs, esters and alkanols have
also been observed (e.g., Simoneit et al., 1996; Fang et al.,
1999). On a similar magnitude as the acids, straight chain
n-alkanes with carbon numbers on the order of 24-34 are
prevalent. Fang et al. (1999) showed that for such species,
carbon numbers on the order of 29–31 are favored. Simi-
lar studies have shown PAHs (the nuclei on which particles
form) make up less than 1% of smoke particle mass (Kamens
et al., 1988).
Because ion chromatography and X-ray analysis for trace
inorganic species is precise and inexpensive there have been
numerous data sets using these methods presented in the lit-
erature. A summary of key data sets for fresh smoke is pre-
sented in Table 3. Full X-ray analysis of samples can be
found in such papers as Artaxo et al. (1994), Gaudichet et
al. (1995), Maenhaut et al. (1996), and Yamasoe et al. (2000).
Alkali earths and halides tend to dominate the inorganic
species. Potassium and chloride each account for 2–5% of
fine particle mass. It has been often suggested that they are
likely in the form of potassium chloride in the core of smoke
particles with black carbon (e.g., Posfai et al., 2003). Sulfur
in the form of sulfate is also present at ∼1% of fine particle
mass.
Although only a small fraction of particle mass (∼<10%),
trace inorganic species analysis has played a significant role
in the understanding biomass burning particle chemistry. Re-
ceptor models attempting to apportion the ambient pollution
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Table 3. Key particle trace element composition estimates for fresh smoke from various biome types. Units are mass percentage. P=Phase:
F=Flaming, S=Smoldering, M=Mixed. bdl=below detectable limits.
Reference P OC BC Na Mg Si S Cl K Ca Fe
SA Grasslands
Ferek et al. (1998) F 66±11 7.5±3.1 0.1±0.3 0.3±0.3 N/A 0.6±0.3 1.7±1.0 2.9±1.5 0.7±0.7 N/A
African Savanna
Andreae et al. (1998) F 4.7±2.5 0.8±0.5 0.6±0.3 N/A 1.2±0.2 11±3.4 2.7±1.2 1.7±1.1 N/A
Gaudichet et al. (1995) F N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.25 0.25 2.9 4.3 0.4 N/A
Cachier et al. (1995) F 65.0 8.0 N/A N/A 2.0 <0.5 4.0 6.0 <1.0 N/A
Cachier et al. (1991) F 13.6 4.0 N/A N/A N/A 1.4 N/A 4.29 2.46 N/A
Maenhaut et al. (1996) F N/A N/A 0.4 <0.06 <0.15 0.06 9.7 6.2 0.0029 0.02
Maenhaut et al. (1996) S N/A N/A 0.13 <0.1 <0.1 0.35 2.3 1.8 0.04 0.03
Cerrado
Ferek et al. (1998) F 61±20 7.5±4.0 0.1±0.1 0.5±0.3 N/A 0.3±0.1 1.7±1.0 3.3±2.8 0.9±0.5 N/A
Ward et al. (1992) F N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.6 0.2 2.0 6.0 0.8 1.2
Ward et al. (1991) F 57 3.3 N/A N/A 0.9 2 6 18 12 0.9
Yamasoe et al. (2000) F N/A 12.6±6.8 ∼0.02 ∼0.04 bdl 0.2±0.1 2.2±0.16 3.0±2.1 0.1±0.1 ∼0.08
Yamasoe et al. (2000) S N/A 6.5±7.6 ∼0.01 ∼0.03 bdl 0.3±0.2 1.0±1.3 1.3±1.7 0.1±0.1 ∼0.05
NA Temporate
Ward et al. (1991) M 50 5 N/A N/A 0.3 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.1
Trop. Broadleaf
Ferek et al. (1998) F 53±20 7.9±4.0 ∼0.04 0.6±0.4 N/A 1.0±1.0 1.1±1.1 4.8±4.5 0.9±0.8 N/A
Ward et al. (1992) F N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.1 1 2.7 5.5 1.0 0.1
Ward et al. (1991) F 50 10 N/A N/A 3 N/A N/A 2 5 0.9
Yamasoe et al. (2000) F N/A 7.3±5.5 ∼0.01 ∼0.03 bdl 0.3±0.2 0.3±0.2 0.8±0.6 ∼0.1 ∼0.03
Yamasoe et al. (2000) S N/A 3.9±1.9 ∼0.01 ∼0.01 bdl 0.3±0.2 0.2±0.1 0.4±0.3 ∼0.06 ∼0.05
Ferek et al. (1998) S 67±11 5.3±2.0 0.2±1.0 0.3±0.3 N/A 0.7±0.3 1.0±1.3 2.5±2.0 0.6±0.7 N/A
Ward et al. (1992) S Na Na Na Na 0.1 0.2 0.6 2.3 0.3 0.1
Agricultural
Turn et al. (1997) F 31 18 0.64 na bdl 1.6±0.05 21+0.54 14±0.33 bdl 0.017
de Zarate et al. (2000) F 0.18±0.05 0.02±0.01 0.2±0.1 1.0±0.1 1.1±0.4 0.04±0.01
concentrations attributed to biomass burning have been very
successful based solely on these trace species (e.g., Artaxo
et al., 1994, 1998). The prevalence of potassium and chlo-
ride has made them favored smoke tracer species for recep-
tor modeling (e.g., Calloway et al., 1989; Artaxo et al., 1994;
Reid et al., 1998b), although in regions with more compli-
cated aerosol chemistry such as Asia, co-linearity issues can
prevent its use (Gao et al., 2003b). Other trace species, such
as bromine and rubidium (<0.1% of particle mass) have also
been found to correlate well with biomass burning particles
(Artaxo et al., 1994).
5 Thermodynamic properties
Because of the effects smoke particles have on cloud micro-
physics, and the possible modulation of smoke particle op-
tical properties by the uptake of water at higher relative hu-
midity, the nature of the thermodynamic properties of smoke
particles is of intense interest in the climate community. It
has been established for decades that smoke particles can be
very effective cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at supersat-
urations greater than 0.5% (e.g., Warner and Twomey, 1967;
Hobbs and Radke, 1969; Eagan et al., 1974), and some can
activate at supersaturations as low as 0.05% (Stith et al.,
1981; Rogers et al., 1991) (For comparison, most marine
stratocumulus have supersaturations on the order of 0.1%,
and values can exceed 1% for deep convection.). Similar
studies on the high efficiency of smoke as CCN continue to
this day (e.g., Ji et al., 1998; Reid et al., 1999b; Roberts et
al., 2002).
Only 1% of the mass of an accumulation mode sized par-
ticle needs to be an electrolytic material in order to allow
activation of a particle at 1% super saturation (Rogers et al.,
1991). Recall from discussions in Sect. 4 that a large frac-
tion of the organic compounds in smoke particles are water-
soluble (e.g., Novakov and Corrigan, 1996a); hence it is not
unreasonable that smoke particles are effective CCN at rel-
atively low supersaturation. The presence of organic acids
such as formate and acetate in smoke particles is more than
sufficient to allow these particles to be efficient CCN (Yu,
2000).
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The efficiency of smoke particles to become cloud droplets
is parameterized as either a number or mass efficiency ratio.
The CCN efficiency is defined as the ratio of CCN to CN for
a given supersaturation. Similarly, the CCN mass efficiency
ratio is defined as the total number of particles that activate
at per gram of material. Often these ratios are presented
at 1% supersaturation (found only in rapidly developing cu-
muliform clouds). Laboratory studies of eucalyptus smoke
by Hallett et al. (1989) and Rogers et al. (1991) showed that
>80% of all smoke particles can activate as CCN at super-
saturations greater than 1%. For smoke particles in Brazil, Ji
et al. (1998) and Ji (personal communication) found similar
CCN/CN ratios of ∼95%, 70% and 20%, for supersatura-
tions at 1.15%, 0.30%, and 0.15%, respectively. CCN mass
efficiency ratios presented in the literature are also consistent
with values ranging from ∼5×1013 to ∼2×1014 CCN per
gram of smoke at 0.1 and 1% supersaturation, respectively
(Warren and Twomey, 1967; Dinh et al., 1992; Hobbs et al.,
1996).
It is also noteworthy that, for weakly soluble particles such
as those in smoke, the traditional Ko¨hler curves need to be
modified for very low maximum supersaturations (Laakso-
nen et al., 1998). For such particles, the relationship between
supersaturation and droplet radius can have several modes
and can exist in a meta-stable state between two energy max-
ima. Under these circumstances current definitions for “acti-
vation” and “CCN” become ambiguous.
Despite the ability to behave as effective CCN, fresh
smoke particles have also been shown to have relatively small
hygroscopic growth at high relative humidity. There have
been few studies that record the shift in size as a function
of RH; instead most record the increase in light scattering.
Light scattering hygroscopicity is discussed in more detail in
Part 3 of this series of manuscripts, but a short discussion is
given here. Kotchenruther and Hobbs (1998) found that light
scattering increased by a factor of 1.15–1.3 between dry and
80% relative humidity conditions (compared to greater than
a factor of two for sulfate). More recently, Magi and Hobbs
(2003) found higher values for African savanna smoke on the
order of 1.4. A similar inference was made by Formenti et
al. (2002) for Canadian smoke transported to the Mediter-
ranean Sea. For particles in the size range of smoke (volume
median diameter of ∼0.3µm), light scattering in the mid vis-
ible is linear with particle volume. Hence, these values would
correspond to a <12% increase in size.
This dichotomy between high CCN efficiency and low
hygroscopicity is theoretically predicted. Ko¨hler theory
demonstrates that a particle’s CCN efficiency is related to
its size and solubility (e.g., see Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
The relative importance of these factors is determined by the
maximum supersaturation reached in the cloud. The Ko¨hler
theory suggests that particle chemistry is not as important
as particle size in determining the CCN efficiency of parti-
cles in clouds with supersaturations greater than 0.5%, such
as cumulus clouds. For any particle to function as a CCN,
it must have the capability to form a H2O monolayer on its
surface. Once a monolayer of water has formed, the particle
will form a cloud drop (perhaps unstable by not overcoming
the energy barrier for free growth, but a drop nonetheless).
In the extreme example, consider that almost every aerosol
particle in the atmosphere has some hygroscopicity after it
has aged in a smoky environment, as gas-to-particle conden-
sates tend to condense on almost everything. Hence at least
a water monolayer can be formed on most interstitial aerosol
particles in a cloud. Once the monolayer has formed in mod-
erate supersaturation, the initial particle size significantly in-
fluences if that particle will fully activate and pass the Ko¨hler
thermodynamic maximum. It has been suggested that even
“unsoluble” dust particles can become efficient CCN after
being transported in a polluted air mass (Levin et al., 1996).
In the case of smoke, we have an intermediate case where the
particle already has some hygroscopicity to speak of. Hence
we expect good CCN efficiency at moderate high supersatu-
rations. We must also consider that even in cases when super-
saturations are low, smoke particles are typically transported
in such quantities that the environment is CCN rich and the
Twomey effect is still significant.
6 Regional smoke characteristics
In the previous sections of this review, we have discussed
the properties of freshly generated smoke particles. How-
ever, smoke particles always undergo some form of physical
change or evolution during transport. At the very least, the
size distribution of smoke particles must be modified during
the atmosphere’s natural wet and dry removal processes. In
this section we review the literature on the nature of smoke
particle aging and discuss the physical and chemical proper-
ties of regional smoke.
Like any aerosol particles, there are a variety of mechan-
ical, chemical and thermodynamic processes that can alter
smoke properties. Under most circumstances, measurements
of the characteristics of fresh smoke plumes and laboratory
burns as described in previous sections cannot be assumed to
be applicable to the aged smoke that is of most interest to the
global climate and regional air quality communities. Given
that the large smoky hazes are a result of numerous fires, each
with their own characteristics, and that the relative amount of
flaming versus smoldering combustion that feed these hazes
is uncertain, comparisons of fresh and aged smoke are by no
means straightforward.
6.1 Properties of aged smoke particles
Table 4 lists some reported smoke particle size measure-
ments in regional or aged smoke. Here we include in-situ
measurements as well as values from inversions presented
by Dubovik et al. (2002) and Eck et al. (2003) (other inver-
sion values are discussed in the Part 3 of this series by Reid
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Table 4. Measured particle size parameters for aged and regional smoke. OPC=Optical Particle Counter; DMPS=Differential Mobility
Particle Sizer; IMP=Impactor; INV Sun/sky inversion.; CMD=Count Median Diameter; VMD=Volume Median Diameter; σgc=geometeric
standard deviation of the number distribution; σgv=geometeric standard deviation of the volume distribution. The only values from inversions
given are those from the Dubovik and King (2000) inversion. A discussion of the complete set of inversion data sets is presented in Part III
of this series (Reid et al., 2005).
Reference Method Region CMD σgc VMD σgv
Africa
Anderson et al. (1996) OPC Africa Savanna 0.22±0.03
Dubovik et al. (2002) INV South Africa 0.29 ∼1.5
Haywood et al. (2003a) OPC South Africa 0.30 ∼1.35
Le Canut et al. (1996)a OPC South Africa 0.12–0.25 0.30±0.08
Eck et al. (2003)b INV Zambia 0.34 1.5
North America
Hobbs et al. (1996) DMPS Temperate forest 0.19±0.03 ∼1.7 0.34±0.02 ∼1.7
Radke et al. (1991) OPC Temperate Forest 0.34–0.38
Dubovik et al. (2002) INV Canada 0.33 ∼1.55
Eck et al. (2003)b INV NE North America 0.40 1.4
South America
Anderson et al. (1996) OPC Brazil Cerrado 0.23±0.03
Andreae et al. (1988) OPC Amazonia ∼0.3
Dubovik et al. (2002) INV Amazonia/Cerrado 0.30 ∼1.55
Echalar et al. (1998) IMP Amazonia 0.175–0.33 ∼1.5
Eck et al. (2003)b INV Brazil 0.36 1.35
Reid et al. (1998b) DMPS Brazil 1 day old 0.12±0.03 1.8±0.15 0.29±0.05 1.61±0.2
Reid et al. (1998b) OPC Brazil 1 day old 0.14±0.03 1.71±0.16 0.26±0.02 1.35±0.06
Reid et al. (1998b) DMPS Brazil 2–3 days old 0.18±0.03 1.65±0.16 0.35±0.05 1.49±0.09
Reid et al. (1998b) OPC Brazil 2–3 days old 0.21±0.02 1.55±0.07 0.30±0.02 1.49±0.09
Other
Fiebig et al. (2003) OPC Well aged Canadian smoke in Europe 0.34±0.03 1.3±0.1
Formenti et al. (2002) OPC Mediterranean 0.195±0.01 1.53
a Sub-micron, bi-modal number distribution.
b Eck et al. (2003) gives the largest particle sizes found in each region.
et al., 2005). Inverted size distributions for smoky hazes
from AERONET are presented in Fig. 2 (for AODs=0.7 at
440 nm). Typically, smoke particles increase in size with age
and a diurnal cycle can even be detected (Reid et al., 1999a).
For example, aged particles typically have CMDs ranging
from 0.12–0.23µm, with a mean around 0.18µm (compared
to ∼0.12µm for fresh particles). Similarly, volume median
diameters (VMD) are also larger in aged smoke and range
from 0.26–0.35µm with a mean around 0.30µm. Reports of
geometric standard deviations are also somewhat narrower
for aged smoke. Aged particles are also more spherical than
fresh counterparts. Ruellan et al. (1999) found that only 34%
of smoke particles from fresh fires in Africa had a shape ra-
tio (highest to smallest dimension) less than 2.5. compared
to 78% meeting this criterion for more aged smoke. Simi-
lar results were found by Martins et al. (1996) and Posfai et
al. (2003).
However, like fresh smoke particles, aged smoke parti-
cles in North American forest fires do appear to be larger
than those in the tropics and sub tropics of Africa and South
America. This is not only due to fire intensity and fuel issues Fig. 2. Retrieved AERONET particle size distributions for a 440 nmAerosol Optical Depth (AOT) of 0.7.
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but also in part due to the fact that in areas of intense regional
burning such as in the tropics, fresh smoke is constantly be-
ing ejected into the air mass by numerous fires. The largest
documented size distributions are in Eck et al. (2003) which
presents the highest values found from inversions within the
AERONET network. For high concentration aged plumes,
volume median diameters (VMDs) as high as 0.5µm are
found. The highest measured particle count median diameter
(CMD) was 0.34µm for Canadian smoke measured in the
Mediterranean (Formenti et al., 2002). However, even these
values are small compared to “blue moon” events where sizes
larger than 0.7µm are required for extinction in the red to
overtake that in the blue (last documented by Robert Wil-
son in 1950 where a large Canadian forest fire plume was
observed in Great Britain – Bohren, 1987).
Table 5 lists reports of smoke particle organic carbon,
black carbon, and key trace inorganic species for aged re-
gional smoke. Only values where biomass-burning smoke
constituted >75% of the fine mode aerosol are presented.
Like fresh smoke, there is a significant variability in the
quantity of black carbon and trace elements present. A por-
tion of this variability is no doubt due to the presence of other
species in the atmosphere. However, receptor modeling in re-
gions impacted by smoke such as multivariate analysis (e.g.,
Maenhaut et al., 1996), and principal component analysis
(e.g., Artaxo et al., 1994, 1998; Echalar et al., 1998; Pereira
et al., 1996; Reid et al., 1998b) has little trouble extracting
the smoke apportionment. Understandably, these methods
easily extract the key tracer species for smoke, principally
black carbon, potassium, and secondary sulfate. Occasion-
ally, there are some co-linearity issues with biogenic parti-
cles, and species like calcium and magnesium may be mis-
taken in the biomass burning apportionment.
Differences in particle chemistry between fresh and aged
smoke take two principal forms. Comparison of Table 5 to
Table 3 suggests that the two principal tracers for smoke,
potassium and black carbon, tend to make up a smaller mass
fraction of aged smoke particles. This is in part due to the
significant contribution of smoldering combustion to the to-
tal production budget. However, aged smoke particles show
a significant enrichment of species associated with secondary
aerosol production such as sulfur in the form of sulfate. In
addition, several studies have shown significant enrichments
on the order of a factor of 3 to 5 of other inorganic secondary
species in aged smoke, like ammonium and nitrates (Reid
et al., 1998b; Formenti et al., 2003). These species can in-
crease total particle mass by as much as 10% (Reid et al.,
1998b). Further, KCl in the cores of particles can rapidly
evolve to KSO4 and KNO3 (Li et al., 2003). Organic acids
such as oxalate, formate, and acetate are also greatly enriched
through secondary processes. In fresh smoke these species
constitute less than 1% of particle mass. However, in aged
plumes each of these species can account for more than 3%
of mass (Andreae, et al., 1988; Reid et al., 1998b; Formenti
et al., 2003). More recent studies with higher numbers of
identifiable species such as those of Gao et al. (2003a) have
found glutaric, succinac, and malonic acids in concentrations
that rival or exceed these more commonly reported species.
In sum, organic species can increase particle mass by up to
40%, with roughly half due to condensation near the fire
source and the remainder from other processes during long
term aging (Reid et al., 1998b). The fraction of semi-volatile
compounds as a whole may also be enriched by up to 50%
during aging (Eatough et al., 2003).
Particle aging also affects particle hygroscopicity and
CCN efficiencies. Any mechanism that increases particle
size, by default increases the particle’s CCN efficiency. The
secondary production of soluble material such as sulfates or
polar organic compounds such as organic acids will further
increase the hygroscopicity and CCN efficiency of smoke
particles (Rogers et al., 1991; Kotchenruther and Hobbs,
1998). Yu (2000) notes that despite the fact that 99% of ac-
etate and formate in the atmosphere is in the gas phase, the
1% of condensate on the particles is enough to allow smoke
particles to be efficient CCN. Organic coatings such as glu-
taric acid have been shown to increase the CCN efficiency on
already highly hygroscopic ammonium sulfate particles. It is
then reasonable to assume that, as organic acids are produced
in aging smoke plumes (as discussed in the next section), the
CCN efficiency and hygroscopicity of smoke particles will
further increase with time.
For a relative humidity shift of 30 to 80% RH, Kotchen-
ruther and Hobbs (1998) found mean hygroscopic growth
factors for light scattering on the order of 1.3–1.5 for aged
smoke (versus ∼1.1–1.3 for those freshly generated). Based
on the formation of organic acids discussed above and an in-
organic chemical reaction suggested by Li et al. (2003) is
consistent with the idea that individual particle chemistry
alone should increase hygroscopicity in time. More recent
investigations suggest even higher hygroscopic light scat-
tering growth factors (>1.6 at 80% RH by Kreidenweis et
al., 2001 and Magi and Hobbs, 2003). While hygroscopic
growth factor should change with time with any chemical
evolutionary process, it is unclear to what extent higher val-
ues are related to the smoke particles themselves or to the
presence of other more hygroscopic anthropogenic pollutants
in the aerosol mixture. For example, recently Langmann and
Graff (2003) suggest values in Indonesia are inflated due to
the presence of volcanic sulfur.
6.2 Particle evolution processes
Evidence suggests that most particle growth in size and
mass occurs on fairly short time scales. For example,
Hobbs et al. (1996) reported that over a two-hour period
for one very large and intense fire, the count median di-
ameter for freshly generated smoke increased from 0.16 to
0.28µm, and the volume median diameter increased from
0.25 to 0.38µm. Abel et al. (2003) found extremely rapid
changes in smoke particle microphysics in as little as 2 h
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Table 5. Particle composition mass percentages for various regions heavily impacted by smoke.
Reference OC BC Na Mg Si S Cl K Ca Fe
South America-Rhondonia
Andreae et al. (1988) 66±17 13±5 1±0.5 3.7±1.6 0.6±0.4 3.3±1.8
Artaxo et al. (1994) 0.4 2 0.02 1.5 0.06 0.2
Artaxo et al. (1998) 7 0.06 0.3 1.1 1.4 0.15 1.5 0.7 0.3
Echalar et al. (1998) 12.2 1.0 1.1 2.0 0.14 2.6 0.9 0.42
Pereira et al. (1996) 2.5±1.6 1.5±1.4 1.4±0.5 0.5±0.7 2.2±2.0 0.4±0.3 0.4±0.3
Reid et al. (1998b) 6±3 0.25±0.3 0.07±0.04 2.0±0.5 0.1±0.2 1.8±0.6 0.2±0.3 0.5±0.3
South America: Mato Grosso
Artaxo et al. (1994) 0.4 3 0.1 3 0.2 0.9
Reid et al. (1998b) 8 0.1±0.3 0.2±0.3 0.4±0.3 0.12±0.2 1.5±0.7 0.45±0.3 0.5±0.3
South Africa
Formenti et al. (2003) 42 7a . 1.29 4.5 4.3b 0.2 4.1 0.34
Maenhaut et al. (1996) 11 5.7 1.0 1.7 10.0 0.6 2.3 0.4 0.5
Ruellan et al. (1999) 36±3 7a . 2.5±2.0 1.1±0.4
a Calculations were presented as a ratio to black carbon. For comparative purposes, we assume black carbon in 7% of aerosol particle mass.
b Based on SO=4 measurements.
after emission. Conversely, during the TRACE-A study An-
derson et al. (1996) found that on average, smoke particles
measured over the central South Atlantic Ocean had size dis-
tributions not greatly different from those measured over the
South American and African continent. Cases of intermedi-
ate time scale growth can be found in Radke et al. (1995) and
Reid et al. (1998b). There are numerous reports of rapid in-
creases in smoke particle size in the first 30 to 90 min after
emission, and more modest increases on time scales of days.
These also correspond to a period of extremely high ozone
production (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1996; Jost et al., 2003).
Excluding scavenging processes, studies on smoke parti-
cle evolution and growth have focused on Brownian coagula-
tion in dispersing plumes, and gas-to-particle conversion and
exchange. There have been theoretical studies of the effects
of coagulation on accumulation mode particles applicable to
evolving smoke plumes (e.g., Turco and Yu, 1997), as well as
some performed in the context of nuclear winter (e.g., Penner
and Porch, 1987).
The theory of Brownian coagulation for an aerosol is well
defined, and both simplified and full descriptions can be
found in numerous sources (e.g., Lee and Chen, 1984; Hinds,
1982; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). The growth rate of par-
ticles due to coagulation depends heavily on environmen-
tal factors, including average smoke particle size, concen-
tration, ambient temperature and pressure. Coagulation rates
are roughly proportional to the square of concentration, and
instantaneous growth rates in particle volume median diam-
eter are roughly linear with concentration (Lee and Chen,
1984). Immediately after emission, smoke particle concen-
trations and temperatures are high, and particle growth is
consequently rapid. For example, Reid et al. (1998b) found
that for moderate sized fires in Brazil at 500 m height with
particle concentrations on the order of 150 000 cm−3 and
average CMD of 0.12µm, instantaneous growth rates are
∼0.01µm every 45 min. Just above the flame zone, par-
ticle concentrations and temperatures are much larger, and
the coagulation rate could easily be an order of magnitude
higher. Conversely, after a few hours when the plumes have
dispersed into regional smoky hazes with concentrations of
5000–10 000 cm−3, growth rates slow to 0.015–0.03µm per
day. These calculations indicate that after a plume has dis-
persed into a regional haze or is undergoing long-range trans-
port, particle coagulation is the significant mechanism for
particle growth over long enough timescales.
Gas-to-particle conversion can be as important as coag-
ulation in influencing particle size during the smoke aging
process. Recent discussions on the effect of simultaneous
condensation and coagulation on accumulation mode particle
size can be found in Turco and Fangqun (1999). For smoke
particles, gas-to-particle conversion has at least three com-
ponents: 1) Near source condensation of primary low vapor
pressure organics, 2) production of inorganic particulate mat-
ter, and 3) gas-to-particle conversion of organics.
Low vapor pressure organic species, such as long chain
hydrocarbons, condense onto smoke particles immediately
after the plume leaves the flame zone. Indeed, as discussed
in Sect. 2, the smoke particle formation mechanism itself is
a condensational process. As the smoke plume rises, mixes,
and cools, organic species begin to condense on the preexist-
ing particles. It is likely that it takes several minutes for the
vapor/particle phase partition for long chained hydrocarbons
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to come into equilibrium. For example, Hobbs et al. (1996)
and Martins et al. (1996) showed that for a large intense
prescribed burn, smoke particles grew by a factor of two
in volume between emission and ∼2 h down wind. Elec-
tron microscopy images taken in isolated evolving plumes
by Martins et al. (1996) showed significant morphological
changes from irregular particles to coated spheres or col-
lapsed aggregates in these same aging plumes. A similar
growth effect was observed by Reid et al. (1998b) and Abel et
al. (2003). Babbitt et al. (1997) reported that smoke particle
emission factors derived from particles collected on towers
were half that of those derived from aircraft measurements a
few hundred meters above the fire. This may indicate that the
condensation of high molecular weight hydrocarbons occurs
rapidly following emission.
As noted in the earlier reports, geometric standard devia-
tions in regional smoky hazes are smaller than fresh smoke.
There are several reasons for this (both physical and artifact).
First, as noted by McMurry and Wilson (1982) and Turco
and Fangqun (1999) condensational processes will narrow
particle volume distributions. Eck et al. (2003) found simi-
lar trends of very low geometric standard deviations for very
thick smoke plumes. Hence, reported data are consistent
with the condensation hypothesis. It is also noteworthy that,
to some extent, this may be attributable to instrument arti-
fact. The two smallest standard deviations of volume distri-
butions, (∼1.35), were reported by Reid et al. (1998b) and
Haywood et al. (2003), both using wing mounted optical
particle counters (PCASPs). The number distributions pre-
sented in these manuscripts were very similar. These narrow
values are unusual compared to other aerosol size distribu-
tions. Simultaneous measurements with a differential mobil-
ity analyzer by Reid et al. (1998b), however, showed a much
more lognormal shape and a corresponding geometric stan-
dard deviation of 1.55. As is discussed in the Part 3 of this
series of manuscripts, the narrow geometric standard devia-
tion of the volume distribution may be an optical artifact of
the PCASP instrument, even after index of refraction correc-
tions are made.
The gas-to-particle conversion of inorganic species such
as sulfate, ammonium and nitrate during plume aging is an-
other secondary particle production mechanism. Reid et
al. (1998b) found that well aged smoke particles in Brazil
may increase in particle mass by 5–10% by the formation
of sulfate, ammonium, and nitrate. Much of this formation
is from primary gas emissions of SO2, NOx and NH3, al-
though there can be an impact from industrial sources (Krei-
denweis et al., 2001). Sulfate leads these species with a max-
imum particle mass growth of ∼8%. One of the regulating
factors for the secondary production of sulfate is the pres-
ence of clouds. Gas phase oxidation of SO2 is fairly slow,
on the order of a week (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Reid
et al. (1998b) found that in regions with locally generated
smoke, smoke particle sulfate concentrations were no differ-
ent than fresh smoke. In contrast, areas with the highest con-
vective cloud activity showed the highest production of these
species. As it is typical for high ozone concentrations to form
in evolving smoke plumes (Delany et al., 1985; Hobbs et al.,
1996), there can be adequate oxidation potential in the envi-
ronment for secondary processes to occur.
Although contributing a smaller amount to secondary par-
ticle production (∼2–3%), ammonium is an important indi-
cator species. Ammonia is released in large quantities by
biomass burning (Hegg et al., 1988) and hence ammonium
production is expected to occur in aging plumes. Reid et
al. (1998b) found that ammonium correlated with smoke par-
ticle size better than any other chemical species. This fact is
important because ammonium concentrations measured on
filters provide a measure of ammonium in the air, and the
amount of ammonium required to bring the aerosol to a neu-
tral pH. Also, during sample extraction prior to IC analysis,
amines, amides, and possibly nitriles can be hydrolyzed to
ammonium and an organic acid (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts,
1986). Thus, ammonium production may also be a con-
founding variable acting as a simple aging indicator, and
hence correlated with another mechanism such as coagula-
tion or an unrelated chemical process.
The least understood gas-to-particle conversion mecha-
nism affecting smoke properties involves the secondary pro-
duction of organic species. Organic acid vapor and particle
production has been observed frequently in photochemical
smog (Hartmann et al., 1989; Madronich et al., 1990; Sat-
sumabayashi et al., 1990) as well as in aging smoke plumes
(Andreae et al., 1988; Helas et al., 1992; Reid et al., 1998b;
Ruellan et al., 1999; Hobbs et al., 2003; Gao et al., 2003a).
The formation pathways are not well understood. Again, am-
monium may be a key indicator. Reid et al. (1998b) found
that ammonium was highly correlated with oxalate, but not
with sulfate, suggesting ammonium is related to organic acid
formation. Much of the organic acid vapors released by fires,
or photochemically produced in smoke plumes, are likely to
be formed by ternary nucleation (in haze particle), by hetero-
geneous reactions in cloud drops, or, possibly, even by gas-
phase reactions. Reid et al. (1998b) suggests that over the
course of several days, particle mass can grow by as much as
10–30% by this mechanism. Hobbs et al. (2003) found ev-
idence of homogenous nucleation of secondary particles in
evolving smoke plumes- a condition thatoccurs only at the
highest supersaturation of these species.
Particle yields for organic gases are typically low. For
example Forstner et al. (1997) have shown that in a smog
chamber, carbon yields from even the most reactive NMHC
species is less than 5%. However, recent studies have shown
that oxygenated hydrocarbons account for more than 40% of
the non-methane hydrocarbon emissions by biomass burn-
ing (Koppmann et al., 1997). Due to their high reactivity,
these species are typically unreported and could be a large
reservoir for secondary aerosol production. Additionally,
there is the possibility that a synergistic relationship for sec-
ondary aerosol production exists between biomass burning
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and natural biogenic emissions. The presence of water on
smoke particles also likely increases reaction rates on the
surface of smoke particles. As smoky hazes in Africa are
considerably drier than in South America (∼RH<35% and
∼70%, respectively), there may be a difference in secondary
production.
Often organic vapors are in equilibrium between vapor
and condensed phases (Eatough et al., 2003; Jacobson et al.,
2000). The species generated by gas-to-particle organic acids
and nitrate species can be in fast equilibrium between the gas
and condensed phases, with the overwhelming amount being
in the gas phase. This can hold true for some primary or-
ganic species such as other organic acids and alcohols. Given
that 35% of aged smoke particle mass is attributable to semi-
volatile organic compounds, there is some potential for par-
ticle volume modulation. Some studies in Africa have stated
that particles shrink in mass substantially due out-gassing
(notably Liousse et al., 1995 and reproduced by Formenti
et al., 2003) based on an increase in the BC/OC ratio with
time- which is contrary to the many other reports of mass
growth discussed above. This is despite the fact that For-
menti et al. (2003) also found a significant increase in the
light scattering to CO ratio at rates much too high to attribute
simply increasing mass scattering efficiencies due to coagu-
lation alone. However, this is hypothesized based solely on
observations of an increase in the BC to OC ratio using ther-
mal techniques. Given the potential of significant positive or-
ganic artifact when using thermal methods in high intensity
smoke plumes, this hypothesis requires substantiation with
more complete gravimetric and sampling protocols. Regard-
less, this is a very unusual effect and requires further study.
7 Estimates of particle emission factors
Forward modeling of smoke particle production into the at-
mosphere requires the use of emission functions in units
of mass of particles produced per unit fuel burned. Most
particle emission factors presented in the literature are de-
rived from empirical data based on the carbon mass balance
method of Ward et al. (1982). The underlying premise of this
method is that all of the carbon combusted in a fire is emitted
into the measurable portions of a smoke plume in five forms
of carbon: CO2, CO, CH4, non-methane hydrocarbons, and
particulate carbon. The emission factor of a species, n, is
then calculated from the ratio of the mass concentration of
that species to the total carbon concentration emitted in the
plume:
EFn = [n][C]CO2 + [C]CO + [C]CH4 + [C]NMHC + [C]pc
(1)
Thus, as shown above the emission factor is expressed in
units of mass of species n emitted per unit mass of carbon
burned. To convert this emission factor to the more com-
monly used grams n produced per kg dry matter burned,
EFnf is multiplied by the mass fraction of carbon in the fuel
(∼50%).
Emission factor data sets have been generated from mea-
surements in a variety of environments from laboratory
burns, ground-based fire towers, and aircraft measurements.
A summary of emission factor measurements for flaming,
smoldering and unspecified or mixed fire phase is presented
in Table 6 (again, all fires are really “mixed phase,” and we
use the modified combustion efficiency values of 0.90 to sep-
arate the predominant phase)). As a whole, all studies show a
similar trend with particle emission factors logically increas-
ing with decreasing combustion efficiency (that is with in-
creasing relative amounts of smoldering combustion). For
example, the average particle EF for all flaming combustion
measurements is ∼18 g per kg C burned versus ∼68 g per
kg C burned for smoldering combustion, roughly a factor of
three difference (or ∼9 and 34 g kg−1 dry matter burned for
flaming and smoldering combustion, respectively). What is
more interesting is that measured particle EFs vary so widely.
The standard deviation of the mean values for all flaming and
smoldering is ∼15 and ∼60 g per kg C burned, respectively,
or more than 75% of the mean value. Aside from instrumen-
tation error/uncertainty (which can be substantial on individ-
ual samples), the bulk of the variability in Table 6 is likely
due to 3 factors: Fuel type/characteristics, fire size/intensity,
and sampling bias. As will be shown, these factors are not
necessarily independent.
The largest amount of variability in Table 6 can be ac-
counted for by fuel or biome type. Most grass/shrub ecosys-
tem fire reports tend to have similar emission factors, on the
order of 6–15 g per kg C burned. For the grass-shrub cate-
gory, fuel is typically small and dry, fuel loadings are com-
paratively low, and thus burning is dominated by the flaming
phase. Fire lines tend to be spatially thinner and well venti-
lated with consequently high combustion efficiencies (e.g.,
Ward et al., 1996). In contrast, forest combustion condi-
tions are markedly different with larger fuel , typically larger
fire lines, higher fuel loadings and consequently higher in-
tesity. Further, fuel is more likely to be wetter in forested
regions with both excess water and with more organic com-
pounds and oils, such as long chain hydrocarbons and sug-
ars in sap, and terpenes in the leaves. Consequently, flaming
phase combustion of forested fuels is two to three times more
efficient at producing particles per gram of carbon burned
than that of grass/shrub fuels (∼27±14 g per kg C burned).
The fact that more smoldering combustion gets entrained into
large plumes also increases the “flaming” emission factor.
Some of the variance in forested fuel can also be found
between tropical and mid latitude forests. The 3 highest
emission factors for flaming combustion come from north-
ern latitude studies and fuels (Patterson et al., 1986; Ward
and Hardy, 1991; Hobbs et al., 1996), with fine-mode par-
ticle emission factors greater than 30 g per kg C burned. In
comparison, the 2 studies of tropical forest burns yield flam-
ing phase emission factors on the order of 10–15 g per kg
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Table 6. Reported emission factors in units of g per kg C burned. In units of g per kg fuel burned divide values by ∼2. MCE=Modified
Combustion Efficiency.
Description # Fires Flaming MCE>0.9 Unspec./Mixed Smoldering MCE<0.90
Savanna/Grassland
Andreae et al. (1998) African Savanna 4 6±1.5
Cachier et al. (1995) African Savanna 15/7/3 10±4 30±8 60±22
Ferek et al. (1998) Brazilian Grass 6 16±7
Gaudichet et al. (1995) African Savanna 1 18
Le Canut et al. (1996) African Grasslands 7 3.4±0.4
Le Canut et al. (1996) African Savanna 9 6.4±2.8
Ward et al. (1988) Saw Grass 1 <20
Ward et al. (1996) African Savanna 10 11±3
Cerrado/Scrub Forest
Ferek et al. (1998) Brazilian Cerrado 6 10±4
Le Canut et al. (1996) African Dambos 2 15.2±1.6
Sinha et al. (2003) African Brush/Woodland 7 20±15
Ward et al. (1992) Brazilian Cerrado 1 9
Tropical Forest
Ferek et al. (1998) Brazilian Tropical Forest 6/6 17±8 27±11
Ward et al. (1992) Amazon Deforestation 2 10±5
Temperate/Boreal
Cofer et al. (1989) Canadian Boreal 1 40±30
Hobbs et al. (1996) Temperate Forest 3/1 58±10 83
Nance et al. (1993) Alaskan Wildfire 3 36±8
Radke et al. (1991)a North Amer. Slash 14 30±22
Reinhardt (unpublished]b North Amer. Forest N/A ∼30 ∼120
Sandberg et al. (1975)c North Amer. Temperate Forest N/A 15±8 20±8
Stith et al. (1981) North Amer. Temperate Forest 3 24±8
Ward et al. (1988) North Amer. Logging Slash 5/1/5 16±8 40±20 30±3
Ward and Hardy (1991) North Amer. Presc. Slash N/A 22±5 34±6
Woods et al. (1992) North American Presc. Forest 3 ∼14
Other
Einfeld (1991) North Amer. Wetlands-Presc 2 6±2 20±6
Susott et al. (1991) North Amer. Wetlands 3/1/3 28±3 28 32±8
Wind Tunnel
Dasch (1982) Fireplaces N/A 10±5
Jenkins et al. (1991) Straw- Wind Tunnel 2 ∼7
Patterson et al. (1986) Lab Pine Needle Burns 14 30±36 108±30 180±40
Turn et al. (1997) Herbaceous-Wind Tunnel 16 ∼10
Turn et al. (1997) Woody Slash-Wind Tunnel 8 ∼25
a Includes the results presented in Radke et al. (1988).
b
“Unpublished data” presented in Ward and Hardy (1991).
c Unspecified, but likely heavily flaming phase weighted.
C burned (Ward et al., 1991; Ferek et al., 1998). Smolder-
ing phase emission factors tend to also be lower for tropical
burning.
As each data set from individual investigations also has a
very large standard deviation (up to 50% of the mean value),
applying simple fuel or combustion categorization does not
reduce much of the variance. This variability is not because
of the simple “flaming” and “smoldering” categorization, but
rather the naturally chaotic and inconsistent nature of fires.
Those manuscripts that published plots of particle emission
factors as a function of combustion efficiency (for n>3), or
particle concentration as a function of CO or CO2 concen-
tration, clearly demonstrate this fact. For example Radke et
al. (1991), Ward et al. (1996) and Ferek et al. (1998) all show
regression coefficient (r2) values of roughly 50%, 56%, and
25%, respectively. That implies that typically less than 50%
of the variance in particle emission factors is accounted for
by the combustion efficiency alone.
There are further questions of sampling methods and bi-
ases, as data has been collected from such diverse methods
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as combustion chambers, sampling towers, and aircraft. Each
of these has their own inherent bias: Combustion chambers
cannot adequately duplicate fire size, temperature, and venti-
lation issues. Towers have the advantage of longer and more
time integrated sampling, but may sample particles when the
plume is too hot, before the particles have properly con-
densed into their final state (Ferek et al., 1998). Aircraft
can only sample the largest plumes and must deal with lower
sample numbers, concentrations and loadings, thus increas-
ing sample and processing errors. Instrumentation methods
that rely on single particle counters rather than filter measure-
ments probably perform poorly in high concentration smoke
plumes. Because there are so few measurements in the liter-
ature, it is difficult to determine the extent of each individual
bias and its impact on the community data set.
The application of these methods is strongly associated
with fire intensity and hence particle emission bias. Most of
the North American fire data was collected through specially
prepared prescribed burns or combustion chamber studies.
Of the 17 fires presented by Radke et al. (1991), only 3 are
wild fires. Of four fires presented by Hobbs et al. (1996)
only one was a wild fire. These measurements were predom-
inately made by aircraft sampling the fires during the most in-
tense burning periods. Conversely, the Patterson et al. (1984,
1986) fires are from pine needles in a combustion chamber
and are somewhat different from fuel in the natural environ-
ment. Certainly the lack of sampling of the continental scale
wildfires (e.g., British Columbia fires of 1981–1982, Yellow-
stone fire of 1988, Idaho and Montana fires of 2000) may be
a serious lapse in the community data set. There is a large
uncertainty as to whether the planned controlled burns that
make up much of the community data set can adequately de-
scribe everyday controlled burns or the extreme cases which
receive most of the attention of radiative studies. Similarly,
one must question the relevancy of the published ∼15 fires
from Amazonia that are used to characterize smoke emis-
sions for the entire Amazon Basin. Ultimately, the question
becomes whether these few samples can adequate describing
the complex nature of fire particle emissions on continental
scales. For example, it is well known that fires in the Amazon
can smolder for days. The real contribution of this prolonged
smoldering stage is mostly unknown.
8 Discussion, summary, and recommendations for fu-
ture work
In this manuscript we gave an overview of the intensive phys-
ical and chemical properties of smoke particles from biomass
burning. We focused on the commonly studied fuels such a
grass/savanna, cerrado/brush forest, tropical forest and tem-
perate forest. Although there is a tremendous body of lit-
erature on the subject of biomass-burning particles and some
agreement on key issues, there are some obvious biases. Here
we provide a summary and discuss the state-of-the-science.
Where appropriate, present first order models are presented.
We close each section with a discussion of outstanding is-
sues.
8.1 Particle emission
Examination of Table 6 shows that while emission factors for
grass and cerrado/shrub fuels are relatively well known, un-
certainties dramatically increase for more forested biomes.
These are likely due to a combination of sampling bias, in-
strumentation issues, and low statistical power (e.g., sample
size). Grass and shrub fires are smaller in size and intensity,
and are mostly consumed by flaming combustion. These as-
pects make such fires easier to characterize. Forested fires
pose far more difficult challenges. Clearly, the high particle
concentrations and temperatures make close analytical stud-
ies of these fires difficult and potentially dangerous. Since
the heat source is so much larger than grass fires, modeling
the impact of fire dynamics and intensity on particle prop-
erties is complex and non-linear. Long burn times, on the
order of days for smoldering combustion to complete, makes
monitoring the complete lifecycle and derivation of a “mean”
emission factor logistically difficult for a forest fire. Addi-
tionally, we need to account for rapid particle condensation
near the fire source.
Here we present a first order model for particle emissions.
Net emission fluxes are most often determined by applying
emission factors to estimates of land area burned, fuel load-
ing, carbon fraction of the fuel, and combustion fraction. Fol-
lowing Seiler and Crutzen (1980) to derive the total flux of
species (n) by summing over each vegetation/biome type (i):
Net F lux =
∑
i
mf i · fci · cf i · 〈EF 〉ni ·
(
Ai
Ti
)
(2)
where mf i is the amount of fuel mass available for combus-
tion in kilograms per square meter, fci is the average mass
fraction of carbon in the fuel, cf i is the combustion factor,
Ai is the total area burned, Ti is the average time between
burns, and here <EF>ni is the average emission factor for
particles.
In Table 7 we present recommended emission factors and
an uncertainty analysis of the factors required to forward
model particle emissions. Because of the huge uncertain-
ties in burn areas and fuel loads, we present data normalized
as emissions per square meter burned, and assume some rea-
sonable average fuel load for comparison purposes only from
the values given above (i.e., not included in the uncertainty
calculation). We recommend values for emission factors that
are slightly higher than those in previous review papers that
average the bulk of available emission factor data in the lit-
erature (such as Andreae and Merlet, 2003). We hypothe-
size that due to various sample bias issues, such an average
would underestimate emissions on the order of 10 to 30%.
First, one must consider issues of particle mass growth due
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Table 7. Simplified biomass burning particle models. Estimates of smoke particle emissions (PM2.5) parameters based on reasonable values
of key parameters and their absolute uncertainties when averaged over large numbers of fires. Under phase is given the rough fraction of
the amount of combustion for flaming (F) and smoldering (S). For individual fires, uncertainties may be more than a factor of two higher.
Carbon fraction numbers are based on Turn et al. (1997), Susott et al. (1996) and Guild et al. (1998). Combustion fraction and fuel loads are
assumed to be the same for flaming and smoldering combustion, (although no verification of this assumption exists). Fuel loads are given as
a lower-median-upper end values and are considered reasonable but may be highly uncertain. The mean value without uncertainty is given
for illustrative purposes.
Savanna/Grass Woody Savanna & Cerrado Tropical Forest/Slash Temperate-Boreal Forest/Slash Boreal Forest
Emission Characteristics
Fuel Load (kg m−2)a 0.1–0.4–0.7 0.5–2–5 10–30–45 7–15–40 2.5–8–15
Phase (Flam./Smold.) 93/7% 75/25% 45/55% 40/60% 40/60%
Carbon Fractionb 0.47±0.02 0.50±0.02 0.51±0.02 0.51±0.02 0.51±0.02
Combustion Fractiona 0.85±0.1 0.6±0.1 0.5±0.1 0.5±0.1 0.5±0.1
PM2.5 EF F/S (g kg−1C) 12±2/30±12 13±4/30±12 17±8/30±15 25±15/40±20 20±12/40+15
PM2.5 EF Avg. (g kg−1C) 14±3 17±4 24±9 34±14 32±10
PM2.5 Emissions (g m−2) 2±0.5 10±4 184±70 204±87 81±25
Size (fresh/aged)
CMD (µm) 0.11±0.01/0.15+0.02 0.11±0.01/0.15±0.02 0.12±0.01/0.19±0.03 0.16±0.03/0.20±0.03 0.13±0.01/0.18±0.02
σgc 1.8±0.1/1.6+0.1 1.8±0.1/1.6±0.1 1.7±0.1/1.55±0.2 1.7±0.1/1.55+0.2 1.7±0.1/1.6±0.1
VMD (µm) 0.26±0.04/0.30±0.03 0.26±0.04/0.31±0.03 0.27±0.03/0.32±0.03 0.26±0.04/0.34±0.03 0.26±0.04//0.32±0.03
σgc 1.8+0.1/1.6±0.1 1.8+0.1/1.6±0.1 1.7±0.1/1.5±0.2 1.7+0.1/1.5±0.2 1.8+0.1/1.5±0.2
a Values for fuel load and combustion fraction are given as a lower, central and maximum value and are derived from the findings of Shea et
al. (1996), Kaufman et al. (1995), FIRESCAN (1996), Guild et al. (1998), Hobbs et al. (1996), Ward et al. (1992).
b Values for carbon fraction of fuel are derived from the findings of Susott et al. (1996), Guild et al. (1998), and Hughes et al. (1999).
to organic condensation during the first 30 min of smoke ag-
ing (we exclude other heterogeneous mass growth such as
organic acid formation as this is heavily dependent on envi-
ronmental variables this should be accounted for in models).
This mass increase is not accounted for in fire tower mea-
surements, nor even in many aircraft derived values. Simi-
larly, combustion chamber studies are also likely to under-
estimate some emissions for forested type fuels. This cor-
rection would be greater for flaming combustion, and can be
taken into account directly in the emission factors (which we
have done).
The second issue is the lack of data on the relative amounts
of flaming versus smoldering combustion. Even for savanna
type fires, smoldering combustion on stumps and large wood
debris can go on for hours or even days (D. Ward personal
communication). While the mass flux is relatively slow, the
long duration may make this a term that should not be ne-
glected. For fires in forested ecosystems, smoldering is even
more significant. This correction results in another 5–15%
increase in the average emission factor.
The bulk of the uncertainty in normalized net emissions
calculations still lies with the average emission factor, which
we estimate to be ∼18% for grassy fuels (which show very
consistent results in the literature), to mid values of 37% and
a high of 40% for tropical forests (for which relatively few
measurements are made). The higher mean uncertainties for
emission factors from forest type fuels are not unexpected
given the difficulty in characterizing large fires. For exam-
ple, grass fires burn typically in the flaming phase and can
be easily characterized by fire towers. Larger forest fires,
however, have significant smoldering phases that can last for
days (increasing uncertainty to that of the flaming plus smol-
dering phase). Large fires also vary considerably from event
to event causing more spread in the community data set.
A significant step in assessing smoke particle impacts on
climate is to model the relationship of data from individual
fires to the evolved plumes that affect the chemistry and ra-
diative balance of the atmosphere. This fundamental process
is still largely unknown, and is a critical link between field-
work and accurate climate models. Emission factor uncer-
tainties are strongly tied to the estimation of net emissions
(and hence burned areas) on continental scales. This, of
course, leads to the problem of forward modeling the net pro-
duction of smoke particles in a region. Simply making more
measurements similar to those presented in Table 6 of indi-
vidual emission factors are unlikely to reduce the uncertainty
by much. Besides, it is widely known that the most signifi-
cant reduction in uncertainty in the forward production prob-
lem is simply in the amount of area burned and fuel load, not
in the emission factor. Until such extensive parameters are
better defined, through a combination of better government
documentation, satellite burn scar analysis, or active remote
sensing fire detection, forward derivations of smoke particle
emissions will remain highly uncertain. Given this state of
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the science, receptor/box modeling may be the most advan-
tageous method currently available. Regional optical depths
can now be measured fairly accurately with remote sensing
systems. By combining such data with meteorological model
output, transport fluxes can be estimated though a box model
type of approach. But, one must be mindful that while this
may circumvent the source function problem, the sometimes-
high uncertainties in particle microphysical and optical prop-
erties will introduce their own errors into the analysis.
8.2 Particle size and chemistry of fresh particles
In situ particle size distribution reports have for the most part
remained static over the past two decades. First order par-
ticle size estimates are also presented on Table 7. Eighty
percent of mass and over ninety percent of scattering can be
attributed to the fine mode. The volume median diameter of
the fine mode is typically in the range of 0.25 to 0.30µm
for freshly generated smoke, with geometric standard devi-
ations being on the order of 1.6 to 1.9. Aged smoke tends
to be 0.03–0.08µm larger, and to have narrower geometric
standard deviations (∼1.4–1.6). There have been isolated re-
ports from inversions of Sun / sky photometer data, however,
of considerably larger haze particles (volume median diam-
eters on the order of 0.4–0.5µm) resulting from peat fires
in areas such as western Russia and Southeast Asia. It is
unclear whether this is due to larger primary particles from
extreme smoldering combustion, or to the increased produc-
tion of hygroscopic species, such as sulfates (gas-to-particle
conversion of SO2), coupled with high humidity that results
in formation of large haze particles. As peat fires are increas-
ingly recognized as a major source of smoke particles (e.g.,
Page et al., 2002), this issue requires further study.
Smoke particles are usually internally mixed, typically
with a core of black carbon and alkali earth compounds
(such as potassium chloride) coated with organic com-
pounds. Smoldering combustion creates spherical particles
with smaller or absent refractory cores. Black carbon typi-
cally accounts for 4–8% smoke particle dry mass, followed
by a highly variable∼5–15% from various inorganic species.
Approximately 50–65% of mass is attributable to organic
carbon, and 70 to 85% to organic species. Hydrocarbons
are predominately long chain n-alkanes, with carbohydrates
(∼10–20% total mass), organic acids (5–20%) and various
alcohols, phenols, and aldehydes. As a mass fraction, ag-
ing smoke has considerably lower concentrations of tracer
species such as black carbon and potassium, and is signif-
icantly enriched in secondary products such as sulfate, or-
ganic acids, and “semi-volatile” organic species.
Unlike particle emission factors and size, we are hesitant
to suggest a smoke chemistry model (other than the generali-
ties discussed above). Comparisons of data sets in the litera-
ture are difficult. Many studies perform only limited analysis
on selected samples. For example, isolated ion chromatog-
raphy results are difficult to compare to studies of particle
properties using a GC/MS. To date, in the literature there
have been few complete and comparable set of measure-
ments that would allow the total chemical composition to be
assessed. Second, fundamental gravimetric analyses are of-
ten neglected in particle chemistry studies. This significantly
hampers interpretation and comparison of results. Third and
most importantly, while the findings from individual reports
of black and organic carbon content can be argued on phys-
ical grounds, the fact is that artifact is significant. The high
mass fraction of ill-defined semi-volatile organic compounds
in smoke may complicate matters, and is only just beginning
to be addressed in the literature. The uncertainties in BC esti-
mates, and in particular the recent findings of Mayol-Bracero
et al. (2002) that much of what is analyzed as BC may in fact
be OC, is extremely disturbing. Conversely, negative biases
have also been suggested.
The greatest need for smoke particle chemistry research is
a true quantification method for organic carbon, black car-
bon, and the ratio of particulate organic matter to organic
carbon. Clearly, advancements beyond thermal methods are
desperately required. At the very least, multiple filter meth-
ods (such as Novakov et al., 1997 and Turpin et al., 2000)
with proper gravimetry need to be adopted as standard proto-
cols for smoke particle research. Additional reports of black
to organic carbon ratios without proper gravimetric analysis,
and without mass closure with inorganic species, are of lim-
ited use to the scientific community. Until the BC/OC/POM
issue is resolved, absorption and scattering studies from cal-
culations based on measurements may need to be considered
subjective or academic.
8.3 Particle evolution
It is evident from a multitude of studies that the physical and
chemical properties of smoke particles rapidly change with
age, with regional hazes typically having volume median di-
ameters ∼0.05µm larger than fresh smoke. This can cause a
disjoint between primary measurements near source regions
and the continental scale plumes that are of most interest to
the climate community. Particle growth has been observed
on many time scales, and differences exist between surface
and airborne measurements. While this in part may be due
to instrumentation differences, it is highly likely that smoke
particles can change in the first minutes after emission. Some
studies have shown growth rates in the volume median diam-
eter in excess of 0.04µm per hour.
Historically, coagulation is the only growth mechanism
considered for smoke transport modeling. It is likely that
other significant processes occur on time scales ranging from
minutes to days. Condensation of primary organic gases, gas
to particle conversion of inorganic and organic species such
as sulfates and organic acids, and cloud processing all have a
role. We must also consider that smoke is often mixed with
other anthropogenic emissions. Such mixing increases the
complexity of the “photochemical soup” that currently exists
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in aged smoke plumes, and hence amplifies uncertainties in
modeling or remote sensing studies.
A more thorough study is required to determine exactly
what these processes are, and on what time scales they are
important. In particular, we need a much better understand-
ing of the physical processes which act on smoke particles
in the first several minutes after emission. This may help re-
duce sampling bias and uncertainty in the emission factors.
On the other end of the scale, chemistry and particle trans-
port models should help reduce uncertainties on particle fate.
Continental sized smoke plumes can only be dispersed on
scales equal to their own scale. Hence, understanding meso
and synoptic scale transport mechanisms should be a high
priority.
In addition to the physical processes causing differences in
particle size during aging, the community must consider that
in most field studies there is a high likelihood of sampling
bias. Consider the variability in particle properties displayed
in the earlier sections of this manuscript. With such inherent
variability in smoke, and with sampling errors, it is very un-
likely that smoke in a regional haze can be easily compared
to individual study fires with very specific properties. Wind
tunnels have difficulty matching natural fire properties. Sur-
face based and tower studies are labor intensive, and conse-
quently only a few fires have been studied. Airborne studies,
while having the advantage of sampling many fires, are often
limited to only the largest plumes. To our knowledge, there
has yet to be a study that can quantitatively account for all of
the source characteristics of the ensemble of burning activity
in a region. There have been some attempts at Lagrangian
sampling of large individual fires in temperate forests (e.g.,
Radke et al., 1995; Hobbs et al., 1996), but they are few in
number, and are susceptible to large uncertainties in the tra-
jectory analysis. As fires evolve rapidly, how sure can one
be that the smoke properties measured at the source are iden-
tical to those of the parcel being measured several hours to
days downwind? Hence any discussion of plume evolution
can currently only be semi-quantitative.
Recent advances in modeling techniques, however, are
finally making the simulation of the smoke aging process
at high resolution possible. Despite the complexity of the
chemical properties of an evolving smoke plume, as well as
our limited ability to characterize such plumes with regards
to chemical constituents or reactions, such research is ex-
tremely important to our future understanding of the aging
process. Early attempts of such work, such as Trentmann et
al. (2002) for a prescribed temperate fire or Jost et al. (2003)
for grass fires yield promising results. By specific model-
observation comparisons such work can constrain the phys-
ical model and allow for a more reliable scale analysis of
relevant evolutionary processes-particularly with regards to
secondary production and condensation. A host of fire pa-
rameters relating to emissions and diffusion can be checked
for consistency and the effect of non-linear process can be
examined in detail. Future field campaigns would benefit
greatly from fundamental involvement of mesoscale chem-
istry models during the mission-planning phase, and empha-
size targeted observations to support such work. Even ret-
rospective studies of available cases should be considered a
high priority for the scientific community. When such studies
of individual plumes close with the regional receptor anal-
yses a complete physical picture of burning can finally be
formed.
8.4 Particle thermodynamics
Biomass-burning particles have long been known to be effec-
tive CCN, and hence to have a significant influence on cloud
microphysics and, in some cases, precipitation processes. A
reciprocal issue is the impact of cloud haze droplet on parti-
cle heterogeneous chemistry and evolution. In regions with
significant moisture (such as Amazonia) and cumulus cov-
erage, ternary nucleation and cloud processing may be an
important (and as of yet mostly unexplored) part of the parti-
cle aging process. The presence of organic acids, in addition
to inorganic species such as sulfate and potassium chloride,
provides more than enough solubility for smoke particles to
activate cloud droplets. Consequently, observations of sig-
nificant decreases in cloud droplet size and of increased re-
flectivity due to smoke particle activation are commonly re-
ported (e.g., Hudson et al., 1991; Kaufman and Fraser, 1997;
Reid et al., 1999b; Breon and Colzy, 2000), and precipitation
effects are currently under study (Rosenfeld, 1999).
Outstanding questions include the degree to which par-
ticle CCN efficiencies and concentrations must be known
before the indirect effects can be adequately modeled in
large-scale simulations. An outstanding issue facing indi-
rect forcing/precipitation studies is still determining the rela-
tionship between particle size and chemistry (affecting CCN
efficiency) and cloud dynamics/microphysics. It is known
that for convective clouds with moderate to high supersat-
urations (>0.5%), smoke particle size and chemistry be-
come second order to simple concentration. Consider that
biomass burning particles are very weakly soluble (this is
well demonstrated by their low hygroscopicity), and sulfates
are highly soluble (as is demonstrated by their high hygro-
scopicity). Using a CCN remover Ji et al. (1998) and Ji
(personal communication) reported that at supersaturations
above 0.5%, smoke particles in Brazil have nearly the same
CCN spectrum as sulfate aerosols measured off of the east
coast of the United States. This result is consistent with the
findings that the effective radius (reff ) – liquid water con-
tent (LWC) relationship for clouds in TARFOX (east coast
of the US) is nearly the same as that for clouds in Brazil
(Reid et al., 1999b). Since sulfates and biomass-burning par-
ticles have quite different compositions, these observations
suggest that chemical composition may be secondary in de-
termining CCN activities, and the reff – LWC relationship
for convective clouds. This is in part likely due to the sheer
number of available particles in regions impacted by biomass
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smoke. Consider that the number mode of smoke particles is
in the range of 0.1 to 0.2µm – large enough by size alone
for wetable non-soluble particles to nucleate cloud droplets
at 1% supersaturation. There is always a large enough par-
ticle to form a cloud droplet, and convective clouds tend to
have relatively high peak supersaturations where almost any
particle can be a CCN.
Stratiform clouds (e.g., stratocumulus), however, are more
sensitive to CCN chemical properties. In these cases,
maximum supersaturations are low, and particle CCN effi-
ciency becomes dominant; only the most soluble will acti-
vate. Reid et al. (1999b) observed a much stronger depen-
dence of particle concentration on reff – LWC for stratiform
clouds. A reconsideration of the cloud reflectivity estimates
from Kaufman and Fraser (1997) suggests a potential bias
towards stratiform clouds in their analysis, hence highlight-
ing the indirect effect. Thus, the CCN properties of smoke
may be best explored in regions with stratoform clouds as
the natural laboratory.
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